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Abstract 

The paper describes a literature overview of the main building blocks of service level agreement based architectures 
over priority-aware shared mesh optical networks. The standardized protocols and existing algorithms for path 
attributes and service level agreement parameters negotiation are studied in this paper and shortcomings of each are 
identified. A thorough study of the priority-aware and service level agreement based mechanisms including the 
existing mechanisms, their advantages and disadvantages, and the remedy for the shortcomings is provided. The 
mathematical models for availability analysis of different routing mechanisms, protection schemes, and network 
resources are discussed. Different routing strategies and wavelength assignment approaches are studied as well.  
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1. Introduction 

Today’s core telecommunication networks are based on optical networking infrastructures. Optical networks have 
been generalized to support metropolitan access links [1]. Nowadays, some telecommunication companies offer 
optical networks to homes, such as Bell/Alliant in Canada. The tremendous demand of Quality of service (QoS)-based 
services by customers requires service providers to consider more service management than network management. To 
achieve this goal, service providers should be capable of coping with management architecture problems including 
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dynamic service level agreement (SLA) negotiation, probability of SLA violation, and translating SLA to network 
provisioning [2]. A path attribute is a characteristic of a path, which can affect the path computation, routing, and 
optimization process. For instance, bandwidth available on the links, link protection capabilities, and the type of 
network resources associated with the links are taken into consideration during the path selection or optimization 
process [3]. Service availability and resilience, routing constraints, class of service, level of priority, and path attributes 
are considered to be service level specifications (SLSs) in this paper. 

In optical network metropolitan/access layers, there are many applications generating QoS-based traffic such as 
voice or video traffic which are mainly high-priority traffic and require special treatment in terms of routing and 
resource allocation. Examples of such application are voice over IP, video conferencing, and some online gaming 
applications which set some specific QoS parameters. However, the majority of the existing SLA-aware algorithms 
have been evaluated employing a small portion of the traffic as high priority, and short connection holding times. That 
is, mechanisms which consider variations on the number of high-priority requests and their durations as factors of 
SLA negotiation are still required. The connection duration or connection holding time is another crucial SLA 
parameter. Many studies have considered connections duration as one of the important factors in SLA-based routing 
mechanisms. 

2. Priority-aware Routing Mechanisms  

The first steps of establishing a mutual and bidirectional SLA-based negotiating communication between customers 
and service providers are taken in [4] by introducing a dynamic SLA parameters negotiation infrastructure. The 
communication mechanism introduced in [4] negotiates the SLA parameters and the desirable path constraints 
proposed in [4]. New path attributes propagated over this infrastructure can be suitable criteria for the path calculation 
and routing processes of certain class of traffic. In other words, the SLA negotiation bed, desirable path attributes, and 
proper routing and wavelength assignment algorithms are the three main characteristics of priority-aware mechanisms 
by which high-priority connection requests are provisioned. 

Shared-mesh protection schemes have been extensively studied recently and algorithms have been proposed to 
improve the performance of either path computation algorithms or sharing processes. The standard shared mesh 
scheme presented in [5] and [6] does not consider any SLA parameters, such as links’ availability, and requests priority 
level as a part of the process of the path computation. A priority-aware shared mesh protection algorithm has been 
presented in [7] by which the backup paths are found based on the priority of the connection requests. Connection 
requests in [7] are submitted dynamically and the algorithm has no prior knowledge of incoming requests. The priority-
aware algorithms in [7] and [8] have presented new insight into the definition of the path availability with respect to 
the traffic priority level. The algorithm in [7] has been applied to static traffic and the algorithm in [8] has considered 
dynamic traffic. The network performance improvements for both algorithms have been proven through both 
mathematical integer linear programing (ILP) model and heuristic algorithms.  

The authors of [9] have investigated the behavior of the algorithm proposed in [7] for a static traffic pattern. 
Although the mechanisms presented in [7] and [8] consider SLA parameters as criteria in routing the requests they 
receive, they have no capability of negotiating and revising these parameters to improve the network performance. 
Considering the existence of a dynamic SLA negotiation infrastructure presented in [5], the mechanism proposed in 
[9] negotiates the network parameters to more effectively assign the network resources, and better serve high-priority 
requests. The algorithm and the TE path constraint presented in [9] facilitate a bidirectional negotiation mechanism 
between customers and service providers when a static traffic pattern is applied to the network. In other words, the 
mechanism introduced in [9] not only takes the SLA parameters into account as an effective factor in the routing 
process, but it is also capable of negotiating the new introduced path attribute, the initial maximum path availability, 
between customers and service providers.. 

In addition, [9] investigates the effect of applying the traffic to high risk rather than low risk networks. As shown 
in the results of the performance evaluation in [9], although the priority-aware algorithms [7], [8] may have good 
performance over low risk networks [10], their performance degrades when they are applied to high risk networks 
[10]. The mechanisms investigated in this paper are mainly evaluated over high risk networks in order to simulate a 
network layer, such as metropolitan or access layers, rather than the core layer. 

Although the algorithms presented in [7] and [8] are priority-aware algorithms and they improve the blocking rate 
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and availability satisfaction rate of shared mesh optical networks compared to the standard shared mesh algorithm [5], 
[6], they have no knowledge of what happens in the network dynamically in terms of availability of the requested 
paths based on the current status of the network resources. Besides, they do not consider any dynamic negotiation of 
path constraints between customers and service providers before establishing requested connections. That is, although 
the mechanism proposed in [9] is based on an SLA negotiation, it does not benefit from a dynamic mechanism to 
inform the customer about the ongoing changes in the availability of the requested paths. To extend the concept of 
SLA negotiation to the bidirectional dynamic type of communication, [10] introduces the new algorithms and TE path 
attributes. The mechanism presented in [10] takes advantage of a dynamic mechanism for propagating requested paths’ 
availabilities to update dynamically the new path constraint, to propagate the proposed path constraint over the entire 
network, and to better serve high-priority connection requests. In other words, the advantages of the priority-aware 
mechanism concept are proved in [9] using a static path attribute and a mechanism, and then the concept is generalized 
in [10] by introducing a dynamic path attribute and a mechanism to support different types of traffic in various levels 
of priorities. 

The availability of a connection depends in this scheme on the class of service of the connection. So, if CG is a 
Gold connection carried by one primary path PG and protected by one backup path BG, which is link disjoint with PG, 
then, even if SPG contains primary paths of both Silver and Gold connections [10], the availability of CG is influenced 
only by the Gold ones. SPG is the set of all primary Gold connections (except PG) whose backup paths are sharing 
some resources with BG. In other words, CG is available if 1) PG is available; or 2) PG is unavailable, BG is available, 
and the failure on PG happens before failure to other gold primary paths in SPG. Therefore, CG can be computed using 
(1) presented in [8]. 

 (1) 

where nG is the number of Gold primary paths in SPG and PGi is the probability that exactly i Gold primary paths in 
SPG are unavailable. On the other hand, if CS is a silver connection whose primary path PS is link disjoint with the 
backup path BS, then, the availability of CS is influenced by both Gold and Silver connections primary paths present 
in SPS. In other words, CS is available if 1) PS is available; or 2) PS is unavailable, BS is available, no gold primary path 
in SPS fails, and the failure on PS happens before failure to other silver primary paths in SPS. Therefore, APBS can be 
computed using (2) presented in [8]. 

             (2) 

where nS is the number of Silver primary paths in SPS ; PG0 is the probability that no Gold primary path in SPS is 
unavailable and PSi is the probability that exactly i Silver primary paths in SPS are unavailable. 

3. SLA-based Routing Mechanisms 

As mentioned earlier, the standard shared mesh algorithm [5], [6] takes advantage of constraint-based shortest path 
algorithms for the path calculation process. The algorithm does not consider SLA parameters as the constraints in its 
path calculations. It is only considered in some performance evaluations as the original shared mesh path protection 
scheme. 

 In [11], the authors have discussed an SLA-aware shared mesh protection algorithm in which the partial link-
disjoint protection technique was presented and the link-availability and hop count were considered as the main 
constraints. The algorithm discussed in [11] has considered SLA parameters as important factors to guarantee 
customers’ requests reliability. The cost function definitions for both primary and backup paths’ calculations in [11] 
and [12] have enabled the algorithm to introduce a novel case of protection, partial link-disjoint protection, to increase 
the availability satisfaction rate, and to reduce the restoration time of shared mesh WDM networks. The authors in 
[11] and [12] have presented a lightpath provisioning mechanism by which primary paths are first calculated. Backup 
paths are calculated if the primary paths cannot satisfy the SLA requirements of connection requests. The other concept 
presented in [11] is the partial link-disjoint concept which is taken into account when primary and backup paths are 
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calculated. The link cost functions presented in [11] modify the cost of the links based on the availability of the links 
while the cost functions consider the disjoint degree of primary and backup paths. The disjoint degree affects the value 
of links’ cost in a way that a higher disjoint degree of two paths translates to a lower link cost. Although the simulation 
results presented in [11] show that the mechanism has had an acceptable network performance, it has considered 
neither the connection priority nor the connection holding time as SLA requirements. In other words, [11] has not 
discussed how the changes on the number of the high-priority connections and their durations affect the network 
performance. Moreover, the algorithm presented in [11] has not been designed in a way to benefit from a dynamic 
SLA communication mechanism and modify the customers’ requirements dynamically based on the available 
resources offered by service providers.  

The authors in [13] have introduced an SLA-aware mechanism which not only takes advantage of the dynamic 
negotiation infrastructure presented in [9] to negotiate traffic characteristics, but it also presents a remedy for those 
high-priority connection requests which are blocked by the mechanisms proposed in [11] and [12]. 

The mechanisms and algorithms proposed in [9] and [10] are priority-aware mechanisms that take advantage of 
new path metrics proposed in these two papers to serve a higher percentage of high-priority requests. In [9], a static 
priority-aware pre-provisioning algorithm is proposed based on the SLA parameters negotiation for shared-mesh 
WDM networks. In [10], two priority-aware algorithms are introduced for survivable shared mesh WDM networks. 
Since the pre-provisioning algorithm presented in [9] benefits from static SLA parameters negotiation, dynamic 
concept for dissemination of path availability information is extended in [10]. In addition, [9] and [10] focus on the 
priority-aware mechanisms which are designed for connections with a small percentage of high-priority requests and 
short durations. That is, the high-priority traffic with long connection holding times are not applied to and evaluated 
through such mechanisms. [13] extends the work presented in [9] and [10] by proposing new path attributes and 
mechanisms to study the effect of variations on the number of high-priority requests and their durations on network 
performance. Considering the new type of traffic introduced in [13], in addition to the priority level of the traffic, the 
duration of the connection requests plays an important role on how the connection requests should be served. 
Therefore, a path constraint based on a combination of connection availability and connection holding-time is 
introduced in [13] for SLA-aware routing mechanisms other than a path metric relying only on connection availability.  

Exploiting the knowledge of the holding time of connection requests has been the core idea presented in [14] and 
[15] to minimize resource overbuild in the form of backup capacity and hence achieving better resource-usage 
efficiency. The algorithm proposed in [14] has improved sharing of backup resources by applying the holding time 
directly on the path computation process. In [15], a new holding time based algorithm has been proposed by which all 
existing connections that have not been affected by failures during their lifetime are allocated a new SLA availability 
target which is a function of holding-time. Unlike the algorithms presented in [14] and [15], the mechanism proposed 
in [13] does not affect the routing and wavelength assignment process directly, but takes advantage of holding time 
as a priori knowledge to determine when the best time is to serve requests and provision the already buffered high-
priority requests. 

SLA-based algorithms working based on the connection holding-time have also been discussed in [16], [17], and 
[18]. As authors in [16] have proposed, if the SLA requirement of a connection is violated, one more wavelength on 
each backup link of the availability-downgraded connection is newly assigned. The new cost function proposed in 
[16] has considered the capacity of the backup paths so that the availability requirements are satisfied. In [17] and 
[18], SLA-based algorithms have been proposed to accommodate customer-specific requirements. These algorithms 
assume that some connections may need extra protection at certain periods of time. The mechanisms in [17] and [18] 
have proposed that a connection can be protected with different SLA requirements at different times over the entire 
holding time of the connection. The mechanism presented in [13] assumes that the SLA requirement of the connection 
is not changing over the holding-time of the connection. 

Authors in [19] have developed a dynamic provisioning in SLA-based mesh networks. As mentioned in [19], the 
revenue earned by an ISP is a function of holding time. In the scheme proposed in [19], resource preemption has been 
introduced to balance the bandwidth allocation and enhance the performance of provisioning. To avoid or minimize 
the SLA violation, the authors of [19] have developed a priority factor which can enable an ISP to satisfy more SLAs, 
improve the network’s bandwidth utilization, and increase the service provider’s net revenue. According to the 
authors, [19] has been the first study to jointly consider SLA, dynamic resource preemption, and economic issues in 
telecom mesh networks, a topic that should receive more attention for future network commerce. Similarly, in [20], a 
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new path attribute is introduced by which the SLA violation is controlled and monitored. The path metric introduced 
in [20] is a statistical attribute of the paths obtained from already established paths. The risk of SLA violation has 
been defined in [21]. 

The authors in [22] have proposed an event-triggered re-provisioning scheme to meet SLA satisfaction 
requirements. [20] takes advantage of the concept of the residual graph [22] including residual holding time, residual 
allowed down time, residual bandwidth, and in general residual status of the network to minimize the number of SLA 
violations over the entire connection duration period. Similar to [19], a dynamic resource preemption mechanism has 
been used in [22] to efficiently allocate network resources and better guarantee the success of re-provisioning. 
However, in [20], a history-aware mechanism is introduced which uses the novel path attribute proposed in that paper 
to improve the network performance compared to existing SLA-aware algorithms. In addition to the proposed path 
attribute, a new optimal cost function for the routing algorithm has been presented in [20]. 

In a conventional shared mesh optical network, each connection corresponds to a pair of link-disjoint paths, i.e., 
one primary path P and one link-disjoint backup path B. Spare resources can be shared by different backup paths on 
condition that their corresponding primary paths do not traverse common links. Only if primary path P and backup 
path B both fail at the same time, will the connection be unavailable. Therefore, the partial link-disjoint availability 
of path P and path B can be computed as shown in (3). In this equation, AP and AB represent the availability of primary 
path and backup path, respectively. The parameter θ denotes the probability that the connection can use the spare 
capacity reserved in backup path B to recover from failures of primary paths P, which is determined by the probability 
that primary paths of other connections sharing backup resources with the connection fail before the failure of the 
connection [11]. 

  (3) 

As discussed in [11] in detail, in the case of multiple link failures, more than one primary path may fail at the same 
time in the network. If other connections which share backup resources with a connection fail before the failure of the 
connection, they will use the spare resource to restore. In this case there will be no backup resource for the connection 
to recover if its primary path fails. If more connections share spare resources with the connection, there will be more 
possibility for failed connections to occupy the sharing backup resources. This results in having a smaller value for θ, 
which means less probability for the connection to use backup path B to recover its primary path failure. However, in 
the case of single link failures, only one connection may fail at any time. Therefore, θ can be set to 1 [11]. 

Authors in [7], [8], and [11] have discussed the definition of the joint path availability of a pair of primary and 
backup paths in detail. Assuming that a single failure is considered for the primary paths whose backup paths share 
the same resources, the availability formulas discussed in [7], [8], and [11] are summarized as (4) and (5). 

  (4) 

  (5) 

where AG(s,d) and AS(s,d) are availability of a pair of primary and backup paths from s to d for Gold and Silver class 
of traffic, respectively, APG(i,j) and APS(i,j) are the link availabilities forming the primary paths for Gold and Silver class 
of traffic, respectively, ABG(i,j) and ABS(i,j) are the link availabilities forming the backup paths for Gold and Silver class 
of traffic, respectively, and P and B are the set of the links forming primary and backup paths, respectively. 

4. Performance analysis 

The simulation was performed to compare the performance of the standard shared mesh protected path scheme 
(SSPP) [5], [6] and the priority-aware algorithm (PAA) presented in [8] with the statically pre-provisioned priority-
aware algorithm (SPA) presented in [9], and the results show considerable improvements on the connections with 
higher class of traffic. The simulation environment and the topology of the network has been discussed in details in 
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[9] and [10]. 
As shown in Fig.1, the SPA algorithm makes a significant improvement on the high-priority requests whose 

requirements are met. That is, the Gold connection requests are accommodated more in the SPA algorithm than in any 
other priority-aware algorithms. As Fig.1 shows, for a specific offered load value of 40 Erlang, the SPA algorithm 
improves availability satisfaction rate (ASR) performance of Gold connections by 36% on average compared to Gold 
connections of the two other schemes. Although the SPA algorithm has no significant effect on the lower priority 
traffic flows, Silver connection requests, in terms of ASR comparing with PAA algorithm [8], it still has better 
performance than the conventional scheme.  

As shown in Fig.2, the algorithm does not improve the blocking rate (BR) performance significantly and has almost 
the same BR as the PAA algorithm [8]. This fact together with the results shown in Fig.2 proves that the proposed 
mechanism improves the network performance by pre-provisioning high-priority requests rather than only adjusting 
the requested SLA parameters to the values offered by the service provider. In other word, the SPA algorithm increases 
the level of the priority awareness compared to other algorithms by provisioning more Gold requests than Silver 
requests. 

As observed from Fig.3 in which the number of pre-provisioned connections (PPBC) is investigated, on average 
60% of high-priority connections, Gold class, which were impossible to be accommodated by the PAA algorithm [8] 
are pre-provisioned and are not blocked. 

 

 

Algorithms SSPP PAA SPA 

Wavelengths 17917 18419 17863 

Fig.1 Availability satisfaction ratio performance analysis of SSPP, 
PAA, and SPA algorithms for different classes of traffic 

Table 1 Comparison of total number of assigned wavelengths of 
SSPP, PAA, and SPA algorithms 

Table 1 shows that the SPA algorithm does not apply more overhead to the service provider network in terms of 
the total number of allocated wavelengths than the SSPP and PAA algorithms. The total number of assigned 
wavelengths is calculated for the first 5000 requests. 

 
 

Fig.2 Blocking rate comparisons of SSPP, PAA, and SPA algorithms Fig.3 Number of pre-provisioned connections comparisons of 

PAA and SPA algorithms 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper has described a literature overview of the main building blocks of SLA-based architectures over priority-
aware shared mesh optical networks. The fundamental module of the discussed architecture has been introduced as 
the SLA negotiation infrastructure. The standardized protocols and existing algorithms for path attributes and SLA 
parameters negotiation have been studied in this paper and shortcomings of each have been identified. An SLA 
negotiation mechanism which has benefited from the existing routing protocols was presented as the solution to those 
shortcomings. The other main module of the discussed architecture was presented as routing and wavelength 
assignment mechanisms. A thorough study of the priority-aware and SLA-based mechanisms including the existing 
mechanisms, their advantages and disadvantages, and the remedy for the shortcomings has been provided. The 
mathematical models for availability analysis of different routing mechanisms, protection schemes, and network 
resources have been discussed. Different routing strategies and wavelength assignment approaches have been studied 
as well.  
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